New x0xb0x Panel build guide
This is for the new round botton version of the x0xb0x pane
The tolerances for the new panels are tight and I built this guide around hardware that is easy to order from
mouser/digikey.

BOM
IMPORTANT: The new panel will require a different set of tac switches, button caps and
standoffs than the original kits. If you are swapping out an old panel then you will have to
remove all Tac Switches and change your LED hight.
Case and Hardware

QT

Mouser Part #

PacTec PT-10 Case*

1

616-82404-501-000

7mm M3 Standoff

2

728-FM1304-3005-A

10mm M3 Standoff

2

728-FM1307-3005-A

5MM M3 Standoff

2

534-24430

8mm M3 Standoff

1

534-24432

Black M3 screw**

14

534-9191-3

Locking Washer

18

534-4700

Fiber Washer

4

534-3368

Tactile Switch 12mmx12mm

24

612-TL1100AF160Q

Switch Bezel

24

653-B32-1610

Switch and Switch Caps

*same as the old BOM
** screws come in different colors m
 ouser link

TLDR version.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Glue 4 fiber washers to the corners of the main PCB component side down.
Put washers in each of the cavities on each corner of the pt-10 case.
Install the standoffs in the corners, 7mm on the top corners and 5mm on the bottom corners.
Install the two top middle standoffs with a locking washer and 10mm standoff.
Install bottom middle standoff with 8mm locking washer.
Stuff LEDs and grayhill encoder but don't solder them yet.
Carefully Install main PCB and feed all the LEDs tru the holes. Screw it down with locking washers.
Tape up the LED holes and stick the leds to the tape and solder them in.
Install the Nut on the encoders and solder them in.
Install the knobs and switch caps.

Long detailed version with pictures follows…

This first step is optional.

If you want to secure your grayhill encoders to the panel using the included nut you will need to cut down the
shaft. After you cut them down do not solder them in until you attach your panel to the case.

Next
Glue/LOCTITE the 4 fiber washers to 4 mounting holes on your PCB. (on the side of your PCB where the
pots/tac switches are. Note this is a unstuffed board you should already have your Tac-switches, pots,
waveform switch and tempo encoder installed.

Place locking washers in the 4 corners of the PT-10 case. If you have LOCTITE a small dab is a good way to
keep it in place while you place your panel.

Place the M3 screws in the corner holes and hand tighten the standoffs under the case.

The two top corners get 7mm standoffs and the bottom two corners get the 5mm standoffs.

The rest of the standoffs need the lock washer installed. The two on the top are 10mm and the one on the
bottom is 7mm.

Place your LEDs and grayhill encoders on your x0xb0x but do not solder them in yet.

The next part is a bit of a pain, you will need to place the top of the case on top of the main PCB and then flip
it around. Don't worry about getting all the leds lined up in the holes yet.

Carefully flip the x0xb0x and place it on your lap. Go thru and get all the leds hanging out the holes. When
you have the LEDs sorted go and screw the main board to the case using locking washers.
Before you start soldering the LEDs install a switch cap to make sure there is enough clearance to push the
button.

Get some masking tape and cover up all the led holes. Make sure the top of the leds are sticking to the tape.
After the LEDs have been secured solder them in. The LED’s are now flush with the case. I am using flat top
LEDs here but any 5mm LED will work.

Go Ahead and use the washers to secure the encoders. And solder them in.

You are pretty much done now, go ahead and install the
rest of the knobs and switch caps.
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